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About Till I Die 
 
Till I Die was filmed on 6th March 2021 in The New Athenaeum Theatre at Royal Conservatoire of 
Scotland. Till I Die was streamed as a live performance on 25th March 2021 on the Royal Conservatoire’s 
website as part of the ‘Into The New Festival 2021’. 
The performance utilises AV technology throughout, with projection, live video feed and audio 
recordings. The show is also captioned. 
The total running time is about 56 minutes. 

Below is the description of the performance as shown on the ‘Into The New Festival’ webpage. 

“Till I Die is exploring gender stereotypes of the slasher genre. In the performance, Indra asks 
what our fascination is with killers, why we enjoy watching them and what it means to be a victim. 
Expect fake blood, that famous phone call scene and an outspoken feminist. “I see dead 
people”….. But mainly dead women. In films, books, music videos, The Sun headlines, Netflix 
documentaries… We are bloodthirsty for dead women. There is only one thing we love more than 
dead women… their male killers. 
Indra created this performance after feeling she was staring in her own horror film. Now, with the 
safety of an audience, she wants to explore that moment for your thrill-hungry entertainment. 
She invites you to grab your popcorn and prepare to be spooked.” 

Cast and Collaborators 

Sound designer: Meirian Hall-Jones 
Lighting designer: Ross Hunter 
AV: Nick Rṻbenacker 
Stage management: Hannah Henderson 

Dramaturg: Theo Seddon & Agnes Evans-Forrest 
Show poster design: Marc Thompson 
Dress run photos – Robert McFadzean 
Killer: Douglas Jay, Craig Manson & Dale Thrupp 

Charities involved:  Victim Support Scotland, Scottish Women's Aid, Scottish Women's Rights Centre and 
National LGBT Domestic Abuse Helpline 

The cast for the live stream performance was as follows; 
Indra Wilson playing The Girl/Herself 
Dale Thrupp playing The Killer 

Set, Props and Costume 

The stage comprises of a blank empty space on the white floor and a white backdrop. As the show starts 
Indra rings on to state a video camera which is connected to the projector, the red cord phone a 
microphone in a stand and The Killers costume. The white backdrop is used as a projection screen that is 
split into 2 feeds. One show text the other connected to the live video camera. Other props and set items 
used through the show include TV, popcorn holder and a paper cup similar to the ones you get in a 
cinema. 
The costume of the girl is a platinum blonde bob wig, Blue jeans and a white woollen jumper with white 
shoes. 
Indra‘s costume is a black playsuit. No shoes are worn when in this role. 
The Killer initially wears the actors own clothing, whatever that may be with black shoes. During the show 
they change into The Killers costume which is a black hooded cloak and the ‘Scream’ mask. 

https://victimsupport.scot/
https://womensaid.scot/
https://www.scottishwomensrightscentre.org.uk/
http://www.galop.org.uk/


About Indra Wilson 
 
Indra is a performance maker from Preston, Lancashire who is based in Glasgow. Her performances use a 
feminist methodology and often concentrate on the lives of women. Using comedy and performance art 
she investigates themes of sexism, sexuality, nudity, violence against women, and the male gaze. 

“As an artist I work with, I hate calling it women’s issues ‘cause I don’t think anything is just a women’s 
issue I think it’s the patriarchal issue, but I work with talking about the lives of women and marginalised 
bodies. I really like in my work treading this line of how do we collaborate with third party charities and 
how can we within performance making do activism. I go into a process being like, what is the thing I 
want to change during this show or after this show? What is the action that’s going to come from 
watching. I work within community’s a lot and enjoy collaborating. I really like being a research artist and 
doing interviews, talking to people, listening to so many different perspectives and then putting that all 
in one performance.” 

About the archivists 
 

Jess Wagg 

Jess is the founder and current Managing Director of Tablespoon Theatre Company, a Glasgow based 
performance collective run by her and three other female presenting performance makers. The company 
centres dance, physical theatre, digital art, sculpture, performance art, poetry, drag and traditional 
theatre in their repertoire with a strong focus on inclusivity, opportunity, collaboration and accessibility. 
Individually Jess is a multidisciplinary artist whose work intersects installation, sculpture, dance, film and 
sound design. She is currently studying at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland on the Contemporary 
Performance Practice course after having briefly studied at the Glasgow School of Art. Her work often 
explores discomfort: visually, physically, audibly and mentally and she has only recently began creating 
solo works, preferring in the past to collaborate. 

Dale Thrupp 

I’m an interdisciplinary artist currently studying Contemporary Performance Practice at the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland. Before coming to Glasgow I worked at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre Royal where 
I was part of the Outreach department leading and facilitating workshops, directing shows with young 
people and facilitating community and engagement theatre. As an artist my work focuses on mental 
health, the lives and experience of Queer and LGBTQ + people and on where the political meets the 
personal. I use movement and dance constantly in my work and am interested in incorporating 
technology, projection, AV and VR to create immersive experiences. I was cast in this show in the role of 
the killer and have been lucky enough to gain an insight into Indra’s process. As the show openly 
critiques men, in particular white men, it’s important for me to state at this point that I am a gay, white 
cis-gendered male. I will be archiving the work bearing in mind that my position is not the focus.  

 

This archive document is a collection of still images taken during the dress run of the show, links to video 
clips of an interview between us the archivists and Indra with partial transcripts of sections from that 
interview as well as some additional text we have written to contextualise the quotes. 



Horror Film & Critiquing the Cinematic Gaze 
 

In Till I Die, Indra wanted to critique the Horror and slasher movie’s obsession with portraying violence 
against women. In this video clip from the interview Indra explains some of the reasons and cultural 
events that led to her exploring the cinematic gaze. To view the video please click the photo and it will 
take you to the video on Youtube. 

 

“I went on this process of asking how much do I relate to horror films, how much am I the final girl. 

“Within the horror films that I was watching [] as a bit of enjoyment, there was quite a lot of micro-
aggressions within these films that maybe are not picked up on. So there's a really famous bit in 
‘Halloween’ when the killer is driving very slowly and the girls are walking back from school and they 
notice that a car is driving very slowly and that a man is watching them and I couldn’t help but think I 
know that feeling, I think every woman knows that feeling of having a man in a car drive past [] just 
watching you.”  

 

Indra explained to us how she began the process of making this show. 

“I started writing out plots of very famous 80s slasher films and doing my own timeline of my interactions 
with men and [thinking] ‘how much did they align’. And I thought it [would be] really interesting to start 
doing focus groups about how people observed horror films. It is a widely male audience.” 

“It really highlighted to me that in these horror films, Wes Craven especially talks about wanting to 
expose societies normalisation of abuse, but no one is quite picking up on it, so how could I go into 
taking ‘Scream’ especially and really highlighting the levels of abuse that we witness but don’t 
acknowledge.” 

 

https://youtu.be/xYBnCsdbJRI


Horror Movie Influences 
 
Indra has been heavily influenced by tropes and scenes from horror movies. We asked her to name some 
the most influential movies that shaped this work. 

“Scream was a big reference on the grounds that Drew Barrymore’s character doesn’t have a name. That 
felt super important to take on that and be like in the script we see her name, in the first five minutes 
however we never hear her name.” 

‘Halloween is super important to the work because you start seeing the role of ‘The Virgin’. For the role 
of the Final Girl, one of the tropes is that she’s a young girl, she’s a virgin, she is holy and hasn’t been 
touched so therefore is untouchable. While the girl that normally dies in the first five seconds is a very 
experienced, proudly sexual woman.” 

Indra also mentioned the following movies as important parts of her research. Friday the 13th, Cabin in 
the Woods, Get Out, Promising Young Woman, Reservoir Dogs, The House That Johnny Built. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The unwarranted abusive phone calls in the movie ‘Scream’ were recreated in Till I Die, to highlight the 
abusive phone calls women receive. “I’m very attached to the signifiers of the phones, it’s very resonate 
with my own experience of harassment and having to pick up a phone and the fear of that” . 

In the 1992 movie ‘Reservoir Dogs’ Michael Madsen plays the role of a killer. An iconic scene from the 
movie is where he dances with a knife, toying with the person he is about to kill. In ‘Till I Die’ the role of 
The Killer dances, taking control of the stage before they kill someone. 



Netflix and Murder Documentaries 
 
Alongside horror movies, Indra has also researched and been influenced by Netflix documentaries that 
investigate brutal murders. The clip below is Indra’s response to us asking why she thinks people are so 
drawn to these documentaries. She explained also what issues she has with them. To view the video 
please click the photo and it will take you to the video on Youtube. 

 

“I think there is a massive part of documentaries that are made for entertainment. [] I feel like 
documentaries after lockdown have just exploded, since ‘Tiger King’ they’ve kind of realised they can 
take serious subjects and really profit off it. There’s also a lot of cases such as ‘Making A Murderer’ the 
victims family didn’t know it was happening and they never got paid even though they showed photos of 
their daughter, so there’s a lot of corruption. It’s very questionable.” 

Netflix are a digital media platform that easily connects with people, in Till I Die technology is used to 
bring clips and projection into the world of the piece. We asked Indra how she was using AV (audio 
visual) to connect to the audience. 

“It felt important to use AV to flicker between what I’m creating in the space to the real examples to 
show, I’m not just an angry feminist who wants to man hate, this is the live example of what I’m referring 
to and we will watch it. It is about reclaiming how we see these topics being talked about. []  

“I think they do a very good job in most documentaries [] to say well it's not gonna be you because she 
did this. It’s the same thing I’m critiquing [] let’s find out what she did, and it’s like, she did nothing. She 
got murdered and he did that.” 

 

 

https://youtu.be/IkH2xmDeeZ0


Blurring the lines of horror/ reality and director/killer 
 
One of the sections in Till I Die attempts to critique Netflix Documentaries and people’s obsession with 
watching them. In this scene a montage of audio clips from the reporting of murders can be heard. The 
killer uses the live cam to zoom into ‘The Girls’ body that’s laying on the floor, the footage is then 
projected onto half of the screen. The other half of the screen has text written from the audience’s 
perspective about people’s love and fascination with gruesome murder documentaries. We asked Indra 
why this striking moment was so important in her show. 

“That was an important moment because I wanted to blur that line between director and killer and have 
a moment of like [] it is a man asking us to observe a woman’s body in a certain way, a dead woman’s 
body and I think there needs to be a moment of why don’t we question who’s pointing the camera as 
well as what is being captured.” 

 

“My sound designer told me a couple days ago that she actually took that sound from a reference of 
Netflix documentaries. In that she’s comparing the soundscape of horror to these soundscapes of Netlflix 
documentaries, and how similar they are. A lot of the time they have a heartbeat playing underneath 
their soundtrack, it's to get your heartbeat going, it's to say omg I wonder what's going to happen, 
where's the thrill?” 

“I think the piece starts in the world of horror and very slowly [dissolves]. The soundtrack starts falling off 
and my costume starts falling off and it starts disintegrating into reality and a part of that is revealing 
and letting the audience listen to the Netflix montage. It is hard to hear but it also felt really important.” 

 

 

 

 



The killer and three actors. 
 
Alongside Indra’s character of ‘The Girl” is the character of “The Killer”. The Killer wore the mask from the 
movie ‘Scream’. We asked Indra to explain why she decided upon using this mask when it is so well 
known.  

“I think I found Ghostface first before my character. When you watch ‘Scream” Ghostface does reflect a 
lot of society so it felt like the right one to also use the imagery of but as well he’s a joke. A bit like 
Freddie Krueger he’s a laughable character and I really wanted to have a figure that flicker from comical 
and then very serious and very dark.” 

Through the process of making the show the role of the killer has been played by three different men. 
We asked Indra to talk about how having to introduce three different people into this world has 
impacted the work particularly as the moral of her play is about asking men who are not abusers to stand 
up and listen and to help women.  

“The hardest part of this process was working with a participant. They left for different reasons a lot 
about Covid, availability, anxiousness, maybe feeling that the role wasn’t the right thing for them to play. 
To be honest I really valued having those conversations of like ‘are you comfortable with this role 
because that is a lot that’s being critiqued and there are a lot of jokes made and if the subject is not okay 
for you to talk about then that’s alright walk away’.” 

“It was really important for me to work with someone who knew how important this conversation was 
and also with Dale who is a queer man and was critiquing the work as well of how the LGBTQ + are 
represented in horror which is not very nice so it also felt like a double ha ha when we knew it was an 
openly proud gay man underneath the mask and was working with a woman to critique straight men. It 
felt very powerful. Maybe before working before with more masculine straight men it felt very gendered 
and hard to do.” 

 



Male Abusers 
 
Indra spoke to us about the process of making ‘Till I Die’ tangentially to a world that is constantly 
revealing new allegations against alleged abusers. She gave an example of a moment in rehearsals. 

“There was a moment [] where I wanted to play ‘My Way’ by Frank Sinatra, and Dale said ‘will that imply 
he is a violent man?’ So I said ‘maybe we should google it!’ So we did and it turns out he has allegations 
that he beat his wife [], and it was very hard to use music from men because we kept on googling and 
realising so does he, so does he, so does he.” 

There are sections within the piece where a disturbingly long list of the names of alleged abusers is 
presented to the audience and clips of famous male celebrities openly discussing or joking about 
abusing women. 

“I think seeing how many powerful men [were in the list], how many Labour mp’s, how many Tory mp’s, 
the French minister, you then start realising how is this gonna change when if they take this more 
seriously its them that will have to pay the [price] and they’re not gonna do that.” 

“The Jimmy Carr sketch, so many people said, ‘I totally forgot he forget he said that and I love Jimmy Carr 
and I’ve probably watched that and it didn’t click’ and it’s like yeah and that’s not your fault but let’s 
change that. I’m using stuff that we’ve heard but reframing it, to be like but have you heard it in relation 
to this, probably not.” 

Part of Indra’s examination of this conveyor belt of allegations and apologies was the text The Killer 
reads during the performance. The Killers text lasts more than 5 minutes and we asked Indra what the 
decision was to give such a large chunk of the show to that text. 

“In my process [I would hear] a lot of mens apologies, and they would go on for so long and they would 
not say anything. And yet most of the women’s statements were ‘I need to accept silence because if I 
speak up I’m not safe [] I will be ridiculed, I will be cancelled, my job is at risk’. So it felt very important 
that you hear the killers text go on for so long and say not a lot, but also that you hear my silence within 

that” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Autobiography and women’s experience of abuse 
 
‘Till I die’ has distinct autobiographical influences that makes the performance all the more powerful, 
however this is not just an autobiographical piece. Indra opened up to us about how creating the work 
walked hand in hand with reflecting on her own experiences.  

“I had experienced harassment from my ex-partner, and I didn’t actually think the work was going to go 
there but by the end it just felt so important, and I felt like I really needed to reclaim what had happened. 
I went to my friends at the time and said oh my ex-partner has sent me a card or a gift that I didn’t want 
and he’s doing that to prove he knows my new address. Everyone would be like well it’s a card, it’s 
flowers, he’s to trying to win you back and it was very hard to unpick that a boundary has been crossed. 
There was a lot of conversation with people who meant a lot of good and who are very dear to me about 
no, actually I’m at risk here although you might not see the risk you need to hear that I feel it.” 

“Cyberstalking is not a crime in Scotland but it is in England and Wales and a lot of the problem was he 
was logged into my social media and could see where I was by when I messaged my friends saying you 
wanna meet here and he would turn up there and I had to keep on changing addresses and through my 
messages he was able to find out where I kept on being. The police found that out by me handing of [] 
my phone and laptop and they had realised he was logged onto all of my accounts but that is not a 
crime. There was a lot of conversations with the police of ‘listen if he hits you we can do something if 
there is violence if you believe your life is in danger we can do something’ but issue was I always thought 
my life is in danger and maybe that is not recognised legally yet. I felt it was you’re super important in 
this work.” 

“I think the work maybe didn’t show as much of the risk of like you know people who experience stalking 
you have to move a lot that is naturally a part of your life, you have to make sure you’re not walking 
home alone, you have to make sure you don’t go to the same supermarket, there’s a lot that you have to 
do.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unfortunately, the release of ‘Till I Die’ comes in the wake of the murder of Sarah Everard, a case that is 
currently salient in the British media. The piece therefore becomes chillingly poignant. The murder 
happened a few days after the piece was filmed, Indra reflected on the relevancy of her work being 
shared at this time. 

“I remember saying there will never be a good time for this work and that’s why the work needs to 
happen [] it feels very odd to create a piece which feels so relevant and I guess that’s the thing I tried to 
say in this work, it’s been relevant since the 70s. This work is relevant because sexism is not going 
anywhere. Our liberal bubbles are very thick but there is a world outside that bubble and how do we as 
artists really try to shake up that bottle and make a difference.” 

Indra further explained how there is a broad and systemic problem of dismissal that she wanted to 
address in the work.  

“[I think there is an issue] with how society sees harassment and stalking, they see it as a celebrity thing. 
Famous women get stalked, not normal women.” 

Indra further spoke about the positive activism that she’s seen online and that she the young generation  

“I feel like we’re in a really good climate of online activism and Black Lives Matter really showed that our 
generation are going to do so much change. There’s so much hope to be had, I just hope that we don’t 
move on. We can’t wait for the next person, we need to make that change now.” 

 

The final moment of the show is a memorial for women who have lost their lives to or are experiencing 
domestic violence. Indra brings onto stage 6 candles and lights them. On the screen is projecting 
statistics of domestic abuse. The number 6 is important because over the duration of the near hour long 
show, Police Scotland will have received 6 reports of domestic abuse. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Impact on the audience 
 
Indra had multiple experiences of test audiences criticising the work on the grounds of ‘not all men’. This 
has been influential in shaping the final product of the piece, particularly the final section where Indra 
speaks directly to the male members of her audience on a blackout stage.  

“I don’t propose any answers in my piece and I don’t propose I’m even doing it the right way but I do 
talk about ‘not all men’ a lot. Throughout this whole process [] there was always someone who said ‘but 
not all men’ [] but it felt really important by the end point to say I am so tired of hearing ‘not all men’ and 
actually if you are still thinking not all men by the end of the piece fool on you” 

 

In this clip on the right, we ask Indra 
3 questions, about performing in 
front of a live audience for the first 
time during the filming, how the 
charities she contacted helped shape 
the work and what she wants an 
audience to take away from the piece. 
To view the video please click the 
photo and it will take you to the 
video on Youtube. 

 

 

“As soon as I knew the work was about this, straightaway I thought what am I going to do about my 
audience because normally within work, the audience enters a literal safe space and now it’s gonna be 
broadcast in living rooms, in homes and if anyone is watching this who is experiencing violence, who 
does resonate with this work, how is that going to change now. I worked with Victim Scotland and 
Refuge Scotland a lot about what the hell do I do if anyone was in a room and the person was next to 
them, what do I do for the viewer at home. It’s important that there is as much information that come 
with the show as possible.” 

“[At the end] I ask for the lights to go off and that felt really important that in my last piece of text there 
is no way the male gaze can into the room because I am not seen and it also felt really important that I 
couldn’t see the audience at that point and I can just speak. Gender had left the room because no one 
could see each other.” 

“For anyone who says I don’t know someone who has experienced stalking or domestic abuse, they now 
do.” I think [the piece] creates a room where a woman has been heard, and believed, and listened to. And 
I really would love more people to watch and go ‘you’re gonna listen to me’” 

“I think we do need to have conversations where role models for men are. How do we expect violence 
against women to change and we are still looking up to Johnny Depp, John Travolta, Daniel Craig. If 
people walk away and say, ‘I didn’t know John Travolta has an extremely violent past’, [] or [] ‘did you 
know there’s never been a Bond actor that hasn’t hit women, maybe I should stop looking up these men’ 
then I think the show has done really really well.” 

https://youtu.be/WsUQgev_VMA


Future of the show  
 
Indra is fundamentally a political artist and she wants ‘Till I Die’ to incite real world change. She describes 
‘layers of rugs’ that we as a society have been sweeping issues under and she aims to get her audiences 
to take a good look under each and every one.  

‘I really hope that in the next development I have a room to talk about [the fact that] there’s a reason 
why It’s my body that’s on the stage. It’s because I am white, and we love watching the white blonde 
woman die. I’ll tell you the murder documentary Netflix will never air, is the black woman who got 
murdered, or the trans woman who got murdered because that’s not as appealing as the white blond 
woman who got murdered” 

More practically, Indra talks to us about her desires to take the show out of a theatre context to reach as 
wide an audience as possible.  

“I really want to do a [shorter] version for colleges and provide a workshop alongside it about ‘what are 
healthy relationships’, ‘what are red flags’, ‘what is ok and what is not’? Because I think the education 
system really needs to start teaching young people about healthy relationships. The amount of people 
who, within Dale’s [the Killer’s] script, were pretty comfortable with [] calling me a stupid fucking whore. 
And I think I would love to teach young people if anyone was calling you names that’s a massive red flag 
and to not stay in that relationship.” 

“I would love to do a longer version [] and talk a lot more about how all spectrums of gender is 
represented in horror. Normally anyone of colour dies first and what is that reflecting in society the 
young blonde woman her top falls off and then get murdered in the chest area. Th final girl which 
exploring a lot in this and how the killer is either a man or someone who’s gender binary is not told so 
either they hint it could be a trans-person or a non-binary person they have become the monster in the 
cinematic gaze. So really critiquing how we are seeing gender, the whole spectrum reflected and race in 
horror and maybe saying ‘should we change this cause the cinematic gaze looks like the male gaze in a 
cloak’.” 

 

Information on domestic abuse charities 
 
If you are worried about someone you know then call Refuge’s Domestic Abuse Helpline, for free 
confidential support, 24 hours a day on 0808 2000 247. 

If you believe there in an immediate risk of harm to someone always call 999. 

For more information and support please visit the following websites. 

www.nationaldahelpline.org.uk 

www.refuge.org.uk 

www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-abuse-how-to-get-
help 

www.womansaid.org.uk 

www.rightsofwomen.org.uk 

www.southallblacksisters.org.uk 

www.galop.org.uk/domesticabuse 

www.nspcc.org.uk 

www.mankind.org.uk 

www.everymanproject.co.uk 

http://www.nationaldahelpline.org.uk/
http://www.refuge.org.uk/
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-abuse-how-to-get-help
http://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-abuse-how-to-get-help
http://www.womansaid.org.uk/
http://www.ncdv.org.uk/
http://www.southallblacksisters.org.uk/
http://www.galop.org.uk/domesticabuse
http://www.nspcc.org.uk/
http://www.mankind.org.uk/
http://www.everymanproject.co.uk/
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